Gloves • Armguards • Sleeves • Liners
Flexible protection, cut and puncture resistance where you need it.
HexArmor® made with SuperFabric® is the ﬁrst and only line of hand and arm protection to provide cut, puncture, and
abrasion resistance in a single product without sacriﬁcing comfort, dexterity, grip, or breathability. It oﬀers signiﬁcantly
higher cut and abrasion resistance than Kevlar® or Spectra®, but unlike those fabrics it also protects you from needlesticks
and other sharps hazards, particularly in high-risk environments. And it is 100% washable without compromising
product integrity or dexterity.
The technology works by “trapping and blocking” the needle. Most needles strike a guard
plate directly, resulting in the immediate arrest of the needle. If the needle hits a gap, it is
“trapped” and then blocked by the layer below. The gaps provide the ﬂexibility required
to allow the material to bend and ﬂex.
HexArmor products come in a wide range of designs and applications. They can be
made with an extra layer for superior needlestick protection, with specialized gripping
and anti-abrasion materials for handling slippery jobs, and as liners for wearing under an
overglove in the dirtiest environments. Law-enforcement, recycling and refuse, medical
and laundry, animal handling, manufacturing, fabrication, and materials handling are just a
few of the industries where HexArmor truly shines.

Norwest Safety is pleased to oﬀer the superior performance and protection of HexArmor products.

Hercules™ R6E (#400R6E)
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LEVEL 5 CUT RESISTANT
PUNCTURE RESISTANT
SHARPS RESISTANT
ABRASION RESISTANT

LEVEL 5 CUT RESISTANT
PUNCTURE RESISTANT
SHARPS RESISTANT
ABRASION RESISTANT

69179

When it comes to handling highrisk situations, this gauntlet is a true
hero. Hercules oﬀers the highest
levels of needlestick and cut
protection for your entire hand and
forearm. It has a special gripping
substance that enhances abrasion
resistance and gives great grip for
dry materials. Pre-curved shape
provides comfort and dexterity.
100% HexArmor protection on the
entire glove. Machine washable.
Excellent for a wide variety of highrisk applications. Available in size L.

Hercules™ NSR (#3041)
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NWS

NWS

69177

Hercules™ NSR gloves provide
signiﬁcant puncture protection to
both the palm and the back of the
hands. Gloves work great in areas
where full protection is necessary.
Precurved design and glove liner
provide added comfort. Hercules™
NSR provides 2 layers of HexArmor
protection on the palm, ﬁngers, and
thumb-crotch. Machine washable.
Available in sizes M-XL.

PointGuard™ X (#6044)
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LEVEL 5 CUT RESISTANT
PUNCTURE RESISTANT
SHARPS RESISTANT
ABRASION RESISTANT

NWS

69160

PointGuard™ X is the ultimate in
needlestick prevention. Designed
for the recyling industry, it’s also
great for law-enforcement and
other applications requiring high
dexterity and long-term comfort.
Provides the highest levels of
cut and needlestick protection
available.
Stretch-cotton outer
shell, designed to be worn with a
disposable outer glove to provide
extra durability. Protects palm,
ﬁngers, thumb-crotch, and outside
of hand. Available in sizes S-XL.

2020 Glove Liner (#2020)

NWS

69163

The 2020 Glove Liner oﬀers high cut
and puncture protection, while still
allowing for comfort and dexterity.
It has over 4000 grams of cut
resistance, well over ISEA Level 5.
Tight-ﬁtting, the 2020 liner is
perfect for applications that require
high dexterity. Machine washable.
Available in sizes S-L.

• LEVEL 5 CUT RESISTANT
• PUNCTURE RESISTANT
• ABRASION RESISTANT

HiDex™ NSR (#4041)
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LEVEL 5 CUT RESISTANT
PUNCTURE RESISTANT
SHARPS RESISTANT
ABRASION RESISTANT

NWS

HiDex™ CPR FX (#4035)

• LEVEL 5 CUT RESISTANT
• PUNCTURE RESISTANT
• ABRASION RESISTANT

69152

NWS

69170

The SteelLeather™ II Oil combines
the comfort and dexterity of a
leather driver’s glove with added
cut and puncture resistance, to
lengthen the life of the glove and
provide greater safety. Hex armor
protected ﬁngers, palm, thumbforeﬁnger crotch, and knucle
protector. A great value: these
gloves can outlast regular driver’s
gloves 20 to 1. Grip optimized for
oily metals, wet wood, and slick
surfaces. Available in sizes M-XL.

HexLeather™ Oil (#LDT56L)

• LEVEL 5 CUT RESISTANT
• PUNCTURE RESISTANT
• ABRASION RESISTANT

NWS

The HiDex™ CPR FX gloves combine
the comfort and dexterity of a
mechanic’s style glove with superior
cut protection. Fantastic glove for
manufacturing, maintenance and
fabrication. Silicon dot gripping
surface is optimized to work with
wood, glass, and dry metals. These
gloves oﬀer the highest level of cut
protection on the market, covering
the palm, ﬁngers, and thumbforeginger crotch. Great dexterity,
washable, and durable. Available
in sizes S-XL.

SteelLeather™ II Oil (#LD036L)

• LEVEL 5 CUT RESISTANT
• PUNCTURE RESISTANT
• ABRASION RESISTANT

69158

HiDex™ NSR premium mechanic’s
style glove with an additional
layer of HexArmor fabric has
the highest level of needlestick
protection available. The comfort
and superior protection make it
great for maintenance, corrections,
law-enforcement, refuse collection,
medical, and laundry industries.
Three layers of protection on
the palm, ﬁngers, and thumbforeﬁnger crotch. Washable and
easily sanitized. A great glove!
Available in sizes M-XXL.

NWS

69174

The HexLeather™ Oil leather work
glove with HexArmor protection
on the palm, ﬁngers, and back of
the foreﬁnger. Leather knuckle
strap and safety cuﬀ. The oil grip
has been optimized to work with
wet wood, oily metals, and other
slick surfaces. A long-lasting glove
at an economical price. Available
in sizes L, XXL.

HiDex™ Ultimate L5 (#4018)

• LEVEL 5 CUT RESISTANT
• PUNCTURE RESISTANT
• ABRASION RESISTANT

HiDex™ MD FX (#4015)

• LEVEL 4 CUT RESISTANT
• PUNCTURE RESISTANT
• ABRASION RESISTANT

NWS

69155

HiDex™ Ultimate L5 is a fantastic
glove for most manufacturing,
maintenance, fabricating, and
other industrial applications. Faux
leather and Hex Armor protected
ﬁngers, palm, thumb-foreﬁnger
crotch, and knuckle protector. The
faux leather provides a good dry or
wet material handling capability. A
true mechanic’s glove with added
cut and puncture protection,
great dexterity, and it’s machine
washable. Available in sizes S-XL.

NWS

69150

The HiDex™ MD FX oﬀers high
puncture and cut resistance with
the ﬁt and feel of a mechanic’s
style glove.
Great for most
manufacturing, maintenance and
fabricating occupations. Silicon
dot covered and Hex Armor
protected ﬁngers, palm, and
thumb-foreﬁnger crotch. Great
grip, good dexterity, washable, and
economical. Available in sizes S-XL.

9” Arm Guard 9S (#AG10009S)

NWS

59022

• LEVEL 5 CUT RESISTANT
• PUNCTURE RESISTANT
• ABRASION RESISTANT

The HexArmor® 9” Arm Guard 9S
is made of high-performance cut
and puncture resistant fabric. The
arm guard will help protect your
forearm from metal, knives, and
even punctures from objects like
sheet metal. Spandex wrist insert
with thumb hole means it won’t
slide around or fall down like knit
sleeves, and lasts 10-15 times
longer! Can easily be worn under
most gloves. Ambidextrous, sold
individually, available in sizes M-XL.

19” Sleeve (#AS019S)

NWS

• LEVEL 5 CUT RESISTANT
• PUNCTURE RESISTANT
• ABRASION RESISTANT
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59025

The HexArmor® 19” Protective
Sleeve is made from the same
high-performance fabric as the
AG10009S. The sleeve will help
protect your arm all the way up to
the shoulder from metal, knives,
and other sources of cuts and
punctures. Can easily be worn with
most gloves. Ambidextrous, sold
individually, available in sizes M-XL.

Solutions for Your
Safety On the Job

